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STOCKLAND PARTNERS WITH JULES SEBASTIAN ON SIX-PART INSTAGRAM 

TV VIRTUAL RECIPE SERIES 

 

Stockland has partnered with Sydney-based presenter, stylist and author Jules Sebastian on 

a six-part Instagram TV recipe series – with episodes released monthly – in an effort to 

inspire customers to create healthy, easy-to-make meals from their kitchens at home. 

 

The series kicked off this month with an online demonstration from Jules on making the 

perfect light summer dish: homemade rice paper rolls. More episodes – including recipes for 

fish tacos and fattoush salad and kofta – will be released over the coming months. 

 

Ben Allen, GM Customer and Group Marketing at Stockland, said: “We designed this virtual 

recipe series with parents in mind and those looking for new ideas for easy nutritional meals. 

 

“We hope that people will be inspired by the recipes featured in the series – and by Jules’ 

energetic, can-do attitude – and join her in creating them at home. 

 

“Of course, we encourage viewers to head to their local Stockland shopping centre for the 

ingredients, and work alongside Jules to bring these incredible looking recipes to life in the 

comfort of their own homes.” 

 

Jules Sebastian, presenter and professional stylist, said that she was thrilled to partner with 

Stockland on this initiative. 

 

“I love the values that Stockland stands for – family, community and celebrating the things 

that bring us all together.” 

 

On the recipe series, Jules said that she hopes families will learn some new recipe ideas and 

use it as an opportunity to connect with loved ones in the kitchen. 

 

“I’m a firm believer that food brings people together, and I want to make it easy and 

affordable for families to get involved. I’m also an advocate for my kids trying new flavours so 

am hoping these recipes will help others accomplish that too. 

 

“I think every parents wants their kids to eat well and heave a healthy relationship with food, 

so I try to subtly educate my own kids by what I put on their plate. It’s important for the food 

to look but also be nutritional.” 

 

All recipe videos will be made available online at www.stockland.com.au/food. 
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Notes to the Editor: 

 

In the social media space, Jules leads the lifestyle pack. Most recently, her in demand and 

captivating weekly recipes and cocktails have become a resounding ‘must view’ via her 

rapidly growing community. The popular Aussie has created a fun lifestyle community 

destination that unites and empowers Aussie women of many generations with beauty, 

fashion, cuisine tips and aspirational step by step guides of how to live a real and yet fun 

glamorous real life. 
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About Stockland: Stockland (ASX: SGP) was founded in 1952 and has grown to become Australia’s largest 
diversified property group – owning, developing and managing a large portfolio of shopping centres, residential 
communities, logistic centres, business parks, office assets and retirement living villages. Stockland is rated as one 
of the most sustainable real estate companies in the world by the Dow Jones Sustainability World Index (DJSI). 
Stockland is also an Employer of Choice for Gender Equality, as recognised by the Workplace Gender Equality 
Agency www.stockland.com.au 

 


